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Introduction

This book in no way supports or condones war or any of the political

divisiveness, talking points that are inserted into the public's

consciousness. This purely speculative social science fiction based

on current technological systems, media, tropes, ideology and

iconoclasts available and speculates on complex human

characteristics, as we exist in a world of mythological corporate

takeovers and endless social experimentation. This human Hydra of

great change shows up in a sort of digital amnesia, where our whole

lives exist remotely on a server somewhere. If these short analyses

and commentaries parallel or have similarities to the outside world it

is purely coincidental and is not the author's intention.This collection

of vignettes was born out of the growing absurdity in the outside

world. The need expresses some humanistic relatability to the

consensus feeling of everyone becoming an ‘Outsider’. And

Outsiderism as a consecrated movement. Technology grows

beyond our human control. Our awareness and consciousness and

the veil of ‘outsiderness’ is dropping very quickly. The articles in this

book attempt to traverse the difficult pleasure of living with the

current physical and ideological constraints. Our psychology has

given a new language of DATA and this represents ourselves in this

current digital evolution. So will the digital born be the ones who will

inherit the earth. Or will the more Analogue humans inherit it? To

state the obvious, this is a rant into the philosophy of letting all

things go and accepting everything is out of anyone's control.
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“The end of the universe starts

here.”

(Ashley M Graetz 2018)
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Chapter 1: The Problem

Unified;

/adj:

1. To make into or become a unit; consolidate..

To discuss a philosophy of finding harmony and balance in a world

of chaotic visual electronic hallucinations that haunt everyone's

senses. The eyes and hands are constantly in movement absorbing

like a bystander on a busy street where the threats of drama and

chaos are constantly fed into the thoughts of everyone at the speed

of light. Every Optical fibre, Wifi router, relay tower and copper cable

formed a kind of snake headed Medusa in your life. An internet of

things like a hydra full of coiled writhing thoughts, feeding thought

into the reflective screens in front of billions of eyes. So the mind

now displays our self image in the mirror, finishing and starting our
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day endlessly on the smartphone’s screen. We as a species are

connected by a phenomenon of being alive and convincing

ourselves of this via opinion in the virtual coliseum. The connections

we now have access to are infinite yet more isolating. The bell curve

of a new technology is always the same. First stage Imagination

moves to innovation. Then life transitions into exploitation (benefits).

Then regulation which eventually ends in homogenisation or the

Oroborus of the snake eating its tail. This is where we are currently

at in the year 2023, current time of writing this theory on

Para-Modernity. So what is ‘Unified Undefined’ about?. Well it

seems as though to explore this current transition out of the

formless digital age of production into an age of the secrets of water

transparently unveiling slowly and aggressively evolution from

traditional values and societal norms accepted by the later parts of

‘post-modernity’. The views we have now are divided in a state of

flux between real and virtual products, communications and

concepts.. Completely among various sectarian histories and

narratives. In a way the internet has unified the world. For the better

or worse? That is perspective. I would rather look at it as a ‘Thing’.
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Did the wheel unify the world first, or was it the fire. Everyone had

one eventually but still fought the same wars using the Fire and the

wheel. “So why write about something so ambiguous and

contradictory like Unified Undefined?” I hear you ask. Well being

that the current world view is changing from structure to a position of

fluid restructure we are heading towards this elemental point of

possibilities. The two options seem to feed this epoch in history that

ends in a third movement. The first being Fascism and collectivised

control over a mass of people, usually solidified with violence and

shameful acts of secularisation. The second is the position of

monastic development of reflection and concentration of basic

principles of health, nature and devotions. It always ends in the third

movement of innovation and growth into new technologies born out

of the blood and bone of the first two movements. What I propose is

what most non-religions offer. And No! It's not diversity or mystical

or control. It is the bringing of the self back to the self in the outside

world regardless of structure.
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Chapter 2: Undefined.

Undefined;

/adj:

1. not defined or explained.

2. indefinite in form or extent:

So did every philosopher want a harmonious unification of human

experience in a philosophy. This unarguable philosophy to be

questioned and argued by all the previous standards in the ‘art’ of

philosophy. What intrigued me was this idea that a Unified

Undefined ‘UU’ was governed by one single law of exploration in the

human condition defined in the statement “Zero tolerance for the

lie.” So firstly there the way of discussing ‘Unified Undefined’ will be

by talking about all the things it is not. Which in itself is a process

that most people wanting to engage with themselves are mostly
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distracted from by the five mundane senses of Touch, Taste, Smell,

Sight and Sound.

● This is in no way to create a culture of Unified Undefined.

● It is not a new form of Nihilism or total rejection of morality or

society in its various forms digitally or physically

● The words are not a direct contradiction of each other

● It is not a philosophy

● It has no god or deity or initiates.

● It's not collective in any way.

● It is not sleeping. Where your autonomous body systems take

over and run without the mind thinking about it.

● It is not an omnipresent God or Deity that fills all the gaps in

reason in the physical and non physical realm.

● It is not drug induced state

● It is not stream of consciousness

● It does not cause any structural causality.

● It is not anarchic or chaotic

● It is not a spiritual concept.

● It is not a way of life.
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Chapter 3: What is Unified Undefined.

So it may be creating a Heresy or contrarian view that wants to

express the undivided notion that we are at ultimate when

undivided. In most of the energy world we are represented by blue

and red wires. In the planets Red (mars) Blue (jupiter) and the list

goes on of deities and even cartoon characters, political parties and

police or ambulance lights. These small examples may be seen as

coincidence or marketing to sell a product or identify social

structural norms. But even at the base of all things there is a division

and Blue and Red are the Axioms. We live in this division for the

sake of an example, where colours are easiest to perceive with

eyes. Sounds are either consonant or dissonant. Art is a mixture of

contrasts and harmonies. The Feeling is either smooth or rough.

These are simplistic examples but to state that we are in a hypnosis

of duality at all times in the physical realm should be set as a known

truth in current society. We are told we have two hemispheres and

how they control our duality, yet when half a human's brain is

removed in a hemispherectomy the neural function of all physical
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abilities are still intact and operate functionally. So as we go over

some groundwork of what division is and how it appears in physical

life as accepted to represent a structure. So if we stay with red and

blue as the electrical state of the human body and all divisions

within us. So the Red being the blood vessels and the blue being

the nervous system. It works complimentary in a healthy human

state of optimum use. Yet it is driven by an electrical pulse that

beats the heart to maintain homeostasis or living. The origin of this

electricity within human being could be tied to the fact we consume

foods, and light from the sun and minerals in water we drink. Yet the

origin of the electrical pulse is non descript of its true origin. Its initial

source. What people might call Chi, Prana, energy, the force or

even God. I propose that in head, heart or stomach there is a

symbiotic relationship that works in concert towards being able to

function at high levels of physical and mental abilities. Yet where did

this promethean spark of life get delivered into the beings made of

clay. Is it the molecule? The higgs boson? The dark matter?

Religious explanations or mythology?
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Chapter 4: What is there to do?

All lives in the world are searching. To boil down the need of anyone

is that people want security over harmony and balance. To

transform to Unified Undefined to use the term UU. Is to go through

the difficult process of liminal life. All great writers, artists, political

figures of change or even the best cleaner. They found a harmony

going through the zero knowledge space and were in a vulnerable

space of many losses or attacks to find a harmony with the space

around them. The fact that a leader in a field took the path of danger

and unknown outcomes is the inspiration. Those who survived the

greatest famines, wars or tragedies in everyday life. They also had

to reach through the liminal space. The UU is knowing something of

a perspective to live and work with every moment of the inbetween

with the actual reaction to learn and find living alongside. To sense a

life within a life we become conscious of our connectedness with

everything. All things in the UU happen for a reason and not just a

set of repetitions. There is the idea that we flow with the current of
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life. Yet we want something desperately to blame or find semblance

and security in. The logics of the world are all challenged even the

mountain in the Himalayas is being moved or challenged by all

elements. The UU was conceived as an idea by the moments in

language where we are not able to conceive an exact answer. It was

inspired by art that everyone could see something different and it

constantly evolved over time. Two questions that came from the first

investigation into finding an unknown path is the question. First

technique was reading a book by forming pictures of the gaps

between the words and not letting the words shape the picture in

your mind. Get a printed piece of paper with words written on it, or

newspaper and draw through all the gaps of the words until you can

see a form. The second technique was to always choose the

second thought in your mind, not the first one. Which basically calls

forth your ability to interact with consciousness. When the second

thought you choose becomes the first thought, then choose the third

thought and repeat the process of going through how many

thoughts you have until you reach the part of the end of your

thoughts that would be true.
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Chapter 5: Conscious Barriers.

Somehow we have our physical selves that have to navigate a

structured society. First it starts with family, if no family then the

people you socialise with are the family. Then in Adult life there is

the political family that controls the physical things you can and can’t

do. The perception of arguments is that there is a right and wrong

place to find resolution. If a person can find an impartial

engagement they don’t need to argue because they are outside and

have specific perceptual boundaries. The UU is that old cliche of

mind over matter and mind over the unseen matters. As all words

that come out of a person's mouth are vibration and warm air. What

we have been told is that these vibrations are the only form of

communication. The language is given to us by our collective family

of whatever country, tribe or specific culture you are brought into.

UU is listening to the notation of words regardless of language. You

can understand sorrow in a song that has no lyrics. You have the

ability to find the vibration of all language is not specific to the words
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that are formed as barriers. For example the way that accent works

when speaking another language is extremely hard to erase or

cover. The fact is most music of vibration is the telling sound. Tribal

cultures that are in touch with nature tend to use sign language or

sounds to evoke an emotion or feeling. Now when UU is found it is

accepting that communication is key as the question begs you to

answer. Where do emotions come from? We have the ability to be

unified and undefined in our senses. Science will tell you that non

mundane senses that are not listed with touch, taste, hearing, smell

and sight. There are many other abilities that appear in our

everyday life. Emotion, sensation, feeling, sensation and intuition. In

our electrical field we call our body. We identify the body as a

system to be defined by others. Various words like ego, mental

illness, cognitive ability. All these things are used in language to give

you an identifier. Yet it works the opposite of UU. As the identifier

reduces the person to a label and a group of individuals that can

feel togetherness in the state of being they have been defined by.

We are taught this by trusted defined people, doctors, lawyers,

scientists that are given parameters and advertised as the pinnacle
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of truth. Side note this is not a heretical attack on the people that

work in the areas of law and health. This is merely giving a

foundation of the surrounding world we live in and the choices

people are making. UU is undefined because every human will have

to find what elements in their life will benefit from the journey

through the various options given in their culture. UU offers a

perceptual energetic idea that is the solution through personal

engagement. We question everything that happens to us when

things go wrong or not in the way we want. When in a child state

developing the boundaries through action and reaction. Life is in a

state of constant learning. Fears are constantly challenged yet the

idea of personal mortality and death are at an instinctive level. Every

year of growth and development pulls us more into identifying with

something external to ourselves. Be it religion, state, politics, jobs,

genders and the list goes on and on. So the more things you identify

with like ownership of things. The more you lose the undefined part

that makes us a being. We are delayed in evolution by seeking

evolution through definition. To say we are basic organic matter

fulfilling a function in certain environments is true in a sense. We all
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end up in some function of death and decay. Yet it is the fear of this

we find the greatest loss and basically negate the UU of being in a

non linear space. The mind has been used and trained over and

over by systems. The undefined is the loss of all things that are told

or appear that are not of the nature we live in. The natural world

forms various plants, weeds, animals and insects that work in its

own UU function. The external nature of Earth, sun, wind and water.

These things are axioms or undisputed elements that make up the

environment. Mind creates mixtures of the elements to build a

structure over nature. There is nothing wrong with this UU is that

moment of standing in a war zone and being completely at one with

it and accepting life. UU is undivided between the structure and the

event. For example a hammer is a tool, but before that it was wood

and earth (metals). It transforms through processes and needs

given. The tool is only needed when a nail is needed. The use of

tools and basic making of something will continue. Without use or

need the Hammer and nail are just the same as a rock or stick.

When someone first used a rock to break open a seed the rock
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appeared and the need was instinctive. UU is not just imagination

but all things in acceptance of every moment. There is
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Chapter 6: Real vs realish

We are fear based creatures as fight and flight seems to be

ubiquitous, or at least perceived in all living things that have an

electrical nervous system in some form or another. UU could be

seen as fearlessness while aware and bypassing any

contradictions. There are possible paradoxes here, yet there are all

the different belief systems that employ paradoxes and axioms in

sufi, Taoism, Buddhism. Yet they discuss a thing similar to the UU.

They call it the way, the flow, chi, prana, energy, god or what is,

what is. So attempting to discuss UU this is a journey of unspecified

and unparalleled existence in a personal sense that not one UU

idea would be individual like a snowflake, or improvised like a play.

The discussion would be too infinite yet unlimited for most to cling

to. In a previous poetry book I wrote called Cognitive Dissonance

101. Which explored the sayings and words that would push the

reader to have a contradictory question on the nature of language

within the constraints of what is definitive and what has meaning. It
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used contradictions and axioms to push the reader's objective rigid

structures. And just like anything once the poem becomes a known

saying it loses an ability to question reality. Memes are visual

representations of objectivity in contradiction like a visual pun or

irony that offers potentials that are sometimes infinite. Art has no

definable meaning until a critic, a gallery, a buyer, worth and resale

value makes it a thing, or hammer if you will recall the previous

chapter discussing the hammer and nail. Multiverses do not apply

here. This is a discussion with application of something in between

all meanings and definitions. The journey is specific to the

discussion. Yes we use social media in this current time and obsess

about connections, speeds, likes and freedoms. Yet in actual life we

crave more structures and meanings to define us. So in the UU is it

specific to be detached and just laugh at the things that happen.

Humour is something that is not science and or even a human

invention. It is there in the focus of our core body function.

Loneliness, depression, anxiety are also core functions of our body.

We state that we are in control of the time we live in yet we still have

a voice in our heads that guides us. Schizoid peoples have a voice
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in their heads as well. Yet they can not discern it as coming from

themselves. This voice is words. UU technique is born out of

researching others that emancipated constraints by going beyond

the problem as just definable situations behaviours and patterns.

Once they realised there was no contradiction they could

emancipate and find a moment of evolution from the voice in our

heads that repeatedly looked at the hammer and nail with intent or

story or narrative. The first technique was to recall an emotional

memory in your mind like a scene from a movie, as that is the way

our minds re-watch our experiences. Then feel the emotion the

moment of . Then attempt to feel the emotion without replaying the

movie of the moment that caused the emotion. It will surprisingly (if

done properly) can erase the emotion. But what about the deep

seeded trauma? That is something that transmutes through time.

The recall of trauma or pain is a journey in itself. The other

technique is asking what you bought and not blaming the salesman

for a terrible experience. The other technique is to see this human

body as a spacesuit that we are experiencing a planetary

experience through. The next technique is to ask yourself that
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freedom consists of not being told what to do and that in that law of

freedom, you also have no right to tell anyone else what to be or do.

These techniques are not a way to UU they are just elements of

discussion and physical mindsphere query in seeing if UU is for

yourself. Most people will not do anything without relaying any

questions they find challenging into other people to see their point of

view, or going online and searching about it. This is UU and is also

not UU. Definitely not a direct contradiction, but there is the journey

and all things are accepted to work between the lines. I am not

suggesting UU is to become a charismatic force of the unknown.

Acceptance of self is the greatest gift of all. To be bound to UU

would be to not evolve. If I were to define it with rules and

regulations and structures it would lose power. Choice is not UU, it

is not an omnipresent god or force. But it could be by constantly

evolving, not at any cost. It is within the person and there is no

burden. To accept no control is seen as nihilism yet to live in the mix

of the world is too constantly evolving. Life is very impermanent for

a reason we can not reach a UU moment. To find the UU in the mix

of evolution through movement. The evolution is endless, when you
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lose control, UU asks you to take the reins. When you gain power

and control UU asks you to lose something in its place. When you

have to do evil in a war or situation to survive, UU asks you to find

redemption regardless of personal mindset. It is something to ask of

our defining life that makes us able to redeem energy. The saying

“Evil gets away with it as long as it needs to.” People need a figure

or something to pin a reason to the actions that transgress the

current world view or right and wrong. What is ‘the’ in between this?

This is what the UU asks. So this is not a solution to your hatred,

problems, sickness, love or emotions or ageing. It is the in between

that almost upsets the control basis of endless death and rebirth

and meaninglessness.
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Chapter 7: The drop

Actions in the UU are various but it is not a sleep state. Sleeping is

the automatic body function of repair. The mind keeps a solid movie

of dreams going for those who dream. For those who don’t dream it

produces the same chemical reactions in order for the body to stay

in a horizontal or sleeping position of little to no action. UU asks

where do you go when you sleep? You're obviously within the

structure of the bones and circulatory system. It runs on autopilot of

breathing and heart beating during this non action point of being.

Meditation has a similar state of function, yet it stays within intent to

meditate. Sleep can just happen when it needs to even while driving

a car. So where is it that this movie playing in our minds takes us

away from direct concentration on the current events and tasks at

hand. There are many views of the state in the subconscious mind.

It reaches different waves of energy to function and rest the mind at

whatever time it deems it needs to. This is the same for nature

being animals, volcanoes, trees, clouds whatever is on the planet.
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These states are governed by light waves or energy from the

changing seasons. We are never able to resolve all the systems

how they work in concert yet are completely unpredictable. Chaos

theory says it's all related to something yet that is hammer and nail

logic. Everything is connected in the current world. Just like the

song says. “Footbone connected to the leg bone. Kneebone

connected to the thigh bone…” As the connections are named it's

also connected to the world. Your feet stand on ground that is on top

of minerals, and insects and trees. The air is connected to

everything across the world. Water is life being that mostly

everything living has some form of water within it. We give life to

things we can not see such as photons and electrons that do not

contain water. Our minds live in the state of imagination. Day Sleep,

night sleep, daydream, microsleep are all intrinsic to the human

narrative of keeping the world in linear movements and structure.

Schizoid people have no way of externalising their inner voice and

have a reflexive argument with internal monologue. Julian Jaynes in

his book Origins of Consciousness and the Breakdown of the

Bicameral mind. The neurological model in "The Origin of
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Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind was a

radical neuroscientific hypothesis that was based on the "split-brain"

theory. Before we had an internal voice there was an instinctive

brain of basic needs to satisfy, i.e food, water, shelter, reproduction

and tribe. The secondary voice could be surmised in the book by

Julian Jaynes, Origins of Consciousness, that was the shift to

consciousness and a reflexive mind that could perceive higher

concepts beyond basic animalistic survival of the species. Hence we

have innovation in the space of a very short time of discovering

metals and agricultural methods. A product of a mind able to reflect

on improvement of the human interaction with the physical plane of

nature. A refinement of thought could be seen in tools, and

especially the use of written language as a tool of control in a social

setting. The greatest test of this reflexive thought is to think of

something unknown without describing it first in your head. For

example you may or may not be able to picture an apple with a

lion's mane around it without using those words to construct the

image. Imagination and dream is a pure state that is able to do this

without constructive thoughts using symbols or words. In these
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states there is pure imagery of the personal mind's own architecture

built from memory or interaction with the physical world. Exceptions

might include drug induced states with various chemicals that can

cause similar visual responses in the mind. Hypnosis or guided

meditation or other psychological techniques. The conveyance of

language is the greatest use of something non physical to express

the mental state of one's being of experience. And choice exists for

those to either agree or disagree with the conveyed symbolic

moment shared. To put this in a UU context this is where one can

see the etheric nature of existence and the modern context of

holding onto the idea of something using symbolic structures of

capture. Trees contain growth rings for their trapped moments in

experience of time. Using elemental exponents to capture a story

that is symbolic of fire, flood, and lack of nutrients from change in

environment. In the modern human experience we are compiling the

capture of history in a malleable solid state of transistor,

semiconductors. These switches are the opposite of tree growth

rings or ice core samples from antarctica.
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Chapter 8: it's all been done

“We all want to know what is next and how to evolve before

someone else.” The vortex of definitions that are being currently

redefined in current political theatre. UU is not a definition. The

movement of people wanting to be known as something. UU would

be the antithesis of this while being. So for most people reading

would associate UU as some form of gnosis or absolute rejection of

existing societal and moral structures. This is not UU. There is a

completeness in the inbetween of being. So is it power or

powerlessness in the UU? It can’t be either or because it's not

context dependent. It finds its uniformity in the anonymity of

defeat as a constant. This is not suggesting martyrdom or winning

at a self destructive contest. Once void of all associations to value

and attainment is most definitely a progression of the antecedent

necessity of UU. To have knowledge on the cartesian thought

process of “I think therefore I am.” or the Hegelian Dialectic of

‘Problem reaction, solution.” would basically have to evolve to have
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accepted and rejected in a form of thoughtlessness. I know Zen

Buddhism, Tao and the like practice similar ideas of nothingness to

the path of peace or liberation or freedom. But UU is neither for nor

against these elements
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Chapter 9: EXAMPLE ONE: AGHORI BABA

This could best surmise in opposition to all things deemed human and

structured as the way to divinity by transgression within the Yoga or

practice. It is shocking to most that through non discrimination the

devotee to Aghori yoga seeks freedom through finding nothingness

through practice of everything without discrimination. They eat Human

flesh, drink alcohol, sleep with women who are menstruating, drink

from human skulls and spend extensive time in cemeteries or funeral

pyres. All things considered taboo in collective majority society. But this

proves nothing for the UU as it is predictably rebelling against a known,

with known taboos. Therefore it is not UU regardless of its attempt to

bypass the usual definitions.
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Chapter 10.EXAMPLE TWO: UG KRUSHNAMURTI.

“Uppaluri Gopala Krishnamurti (9 July 1918 – 22 March 2007) U.G

emphasised that this transformation back to "the natural state" is a

rare, acausal, biological occurrence with no religious context.

Because of this, he discouraged people from pursuing the "natural

state" as a spiritual goal.He rejected the very basis of thought and in

doing so negated all systems of thought and knowledge. Hence he

explained his assertions were experiential and not speculative –

"Tell them that there is nothing to understand."

According to U.G., "The so-called self-realisation is the discovery for

yourself and by yourself that there is no self to discover. That will be

a very shocking thing because it's going to blast every nerve, every

cell, even the cells in the marrow of your bones." I am not

anti-rational, just un-rational. You may infer a rational meaning in
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what I say or do, but it is your doing, not mine. As you can see,

anyone that interacted with UG was conceptually challenged by the

way he spoke about human design as completely free and that

everything was a limitation set by creation. People would claim him

to be a nihilist as he did not care for any heaven or hell or invention

of man, even describing language as a bunch of vibrations and hot

air that you interpret as words, to which he would follow up with “I

am just another dog barking.” He never had a home and kept in a

constant state of moving from one place to another. This is the

original function of the Vedas from a historical perspective. The

Babas that traversed the silk route with nothing going from place to

place with no home as conveyors of nothing so as an educated

guess they were storytellers just by having travelled and being.
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Chapter 11. EXAMPLE 3: WILLIAM BLAKE

Blake did not subscribe to the notion of a body distinct from the soul

that must submit to the rule of the soul, but sees the body as an

extension of the soul, derived from the "discernment" of the senses.

Thus, the emphasis orthodoxy places upon the denial of bodily

urges is a dualistic error born of misapprehension of the relationship

between body and soul. Elsewhere, he describes Satan as the

"state of error", and as beyond salvation. Blake opposed the

sophistry of theological thought that excuses pain, admits evil and

apologises for injustice. He abhorred self-denial, which he

associated with religious repression and particularly sexual

repression: which also has a degree of the Quote from William Blake

Wisdom through excess. Or specifically “the Road of excess leads to

the palace of wisdom.” W.Blake. Which seems like a plausible meme or

saying. Blake also talked about the ‘mind-forg'd manacles’ as if we

are prisoners of our own thoughts. And as you will see in life there are

a million things, people, courses, philosophers to guide a thought
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process in directions that seem to have a similar ending as the

beginning. I.e the Zen Koan Saying ‘Before enlightenment carry water

chop wood. After enlightenment, carry water and chop wood.’ So to

surmise the W.Blake UU is to make a plausible connection between

contrarian thought and his ability to invent. The UU of staying in a

constant state of rebellion is the ideal state of Unified Undefined as the

challenge should always be there to inform one of being at the perfect

state of embracing the chaos and anarchy of the world. Being in a

creative state constantly keeps the mind from the dictates of structures

of collectivism. The hive mind is what Blake discusses in his

‘mind-forg'd manacles’ as self-created imprisonment to the being

using language and limitations of the mind.
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Chapter 12. The Answer

Being in time is always a constant until you die and leave the

current function of the body. The idea that energy never dies is

never a popular concept to express. The reason it's not popular is

that human imaginations create non factual fantasy around the

unknown elements of life that are not directly sensed by taste,

touch, sight, smell and hearing. Fractals could be a better way of

visualising life and death. The fractal contains another fractal within

it and as you zoom in the fractal morphs and reshapes and

disappears to form another fractal. Also if you look at all the

frequencies that exist in the world and when they are physically

displayed on an oscilloscope or just the vibration of the waves

creating perfect lines in the sand. It's all related to the vibrational

difference between two polarities. The human design contains within

it the two frequencies and these energies give the terrestrial

experience. Where the origin of vibrational frequencies comes from

is a question for the individual person attached to this human
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beacon experience transmitting and receiving in a fashion that can

be seen as the making of history in a phenomenological experience.

Now to put a few ideas forward that assist the experience through

the terrestrial vibrational fields of birth, life and death and all that

comes with it i.e love, hate, joy, pain ect. Is that bringing all things

external back to self. Using the Latin word for Buyers Remorse or

Buyer beware ‘Caveat Emptor’ . The strongest concept in life can be

to never blame the salesman for what you bought. Because you

bought it and the Salesman has every right to sell it. Be it deceptive

or not, the world operates on human evolution through learning and

adaptation. Those who are nefarious and evil are there to facilitate

those who need to feel good and righteous. In closing to know that

the ‘Source’ of all things is the origin of both good and bad and all

polarity differences all come from the same ‘Source’. This can be

visualised by seeing a single reed blowing in the wind. It bends and

waves with the frequency of the wind, as it vibrates the energy is

pushed through the stem into the root structure in the dirt which is

connected to the subterranean vibration that unifies with all other
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reeds and plants that use the same connectivity. This vibration

causes growth to happen as it struggles to hold its position in the

earth against all elements of rain (water) heat, (sun, fire) Wind (air)

and Fire (sun). People are inventive creatures of imagination and

that in itself allows us to chase various things like bliss or pleasure

in the face of nature's brutal winds and vibrations that earth us as

creatures that are chimaeras of certain species. So to add another

concept to the closing chapter one can read, write and speak words

that are sigils, Yet they do not allow us to hold onto any of our

freedoms as a species. To think without words is the greatest

accomplishment as we become more instinctive and not directed

towards the subversion of control and power. The voice in our head

we call our subconscious being is the most subverted energy of

vibration on the world today. Finding the UU within a structured

society is not easy as most will say. I have to have a job or a house

or some structure to survive with a highly connected society using

concepts like money and exchanges to perpetuate the species into

some kind of technological utopia/Dystopia. As UG Krishnamurti

discussed, ‘we are biological function only’. The rest of our lives
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are spent attempting to invent more complexity around this

simplicity. To put it simply the ego is exploited to always think there

is more and that more will be of benefit. Driven by pleasure over

acceptance is the basic exploitation of society. People will argue

there is no moral code or politeness in human design and is only

historically used for mass events of colonisation, war or exerting

control over nature. Yet that is a form of biology that runs

automatically regardless if you have high society, religions or codes

of conduct. Using the analogy that water flows down a mountain

regardless of how many brick walls you build to stop the water flow.

Eventually the water will reach the sea that is the nature of water i.e

the sun will evaporate the water and via precipitation shift the

mountains water to the sea. The water also finds a crack in the

mountain and pushes deep down into the subterranean aquifer and

joins up with a river far from the dam walls on the mountain. So if

you can perceive the human design is basically the mountain and

the water with an ego that forms a mass of defences to protect this

water. Acceptance of the Natural cycles again beyond the veil of

concepts and words gives a rise to the ability to function at the pace
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of nature and evolve in a unified state. UU is basically not doing

anything of what I have said in this book. It is contrary to Contrary,

and Contradictory to Contrarianism. So burn after reading and do

whatever?

Hope that helps.
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